
Little Sweet 801 

Chapter 801: So what if I hit you? 

 

Liang Mei Xuan became even more arrogant when she saw that the two of them didn’t dare talk back. 

She scoffed and continued, “Liang Wan Jun, that b*tch couldn’t even defeat me and you two bastards 

still want to try to fight me, huh? How naive…” 

In the next second, there was a resounding slap. 

Ye Wanwan used all her force and landed a slap on Liang Mei Xuan’s face. 

Liang Mei Xuan’s head tilted to the side from the tight slap. She was in disbelief and returned to her 

senses only after a long while. She held her face which was imprinted with five distinct finger marks and 

she screeched, “LITTLE B*TCH! YOU HIT ME, YOU ACTUALLY HIT ME!!!” 

*Slap——* 

Ye Wanwan didn’t even think twice and waved her palm once again, giving her another slap. Then she 

straightened her sleeves and lifted her eyes. “Yes, I hit you. So what?” 

This slap was even harder and Liang Mei Xuan’s face started to swell with a burning sensation. 

Liang Mei Xuan was completely stunned by these two unexpected slaps in a row. 

Ye Mu Fan stood rooted to the ground in a daze. Seeing his younger sister’s aggression and rampant 

expression, he couldn’t return to his senses at all.?Uh, I thought we agreed to restrain ourselves… 

“Mom——” Ye Yiyi walked over. When she saw the finger marks on Liang Mei Xuan’s face, she cried out, 

“Wanwan, what are you doing?! How could you hit her!” 

Shortly after, Ye Shao An walked over as well. “Little b*tch! Are you trying to revolt?!” 

The commotion caught the attention of the two elderly very quickly as Ye Hong Wei and Tan Yi Lan 

started walking towards them. 

Liang Mei Xuan held her red and swollen face as darkness shrouded her eyes. “Ye Wanwan, you’ll see 

how you’re going to die this time!” 

“What’s going on?” The two elderly walked over. 

Liang Mei Xuan had already prepared her complaints. 

However, just a second before the two elderly walked past the flowering shrubs and reached them, Ye 

Wanwan suddenly took a step forward and her body tilted as she fell onto Liang Mei Xuan’s feet. 

Before she fell, her fingers hooked onto the beaded jade bracelet that Liang Mei Xuan had put on her 

wrist as an act earlier. She pulled it off and threw it on the ground. 

Liang Mei Xuan hadn’t reacted to what happened. “You…” 



“Wanwan——” Seeing that Ye Wanwan had fallen all of a sudden, Ye Mu Fan was taken aback. He 

leaped up and went over immediately. 

Ye Wanwan grabbed hold of Ye Mu Fan’s hand and gave him a subtle squeeze on his hand. 

Ye Mu Fan was dumbfounded.?She’s… acting? 

Ye Hong Wei and Tan Yi Lan had just arrived when they saw Ye Wanwan on the ground and immediately 

walked past Liang Mei Xuan as they rushed to Ye Wanwan. “What happened here?” 

“Wanwan, what happened?” 

Ye Wanwan’s eyes reddened. “Grandpa, grandma… I’m fine… I’m fine… this has nothing to do with 2nd 

aunt… I fell down myself by accident…” 

Hearing what Ye Wanwan said, the two elderly turned to Liang Mei Xuan. “Your 2nd aunt pushed you?” 

Liang Mei Xuan panicked. “Dad, mom, how could I possibly…” 

Ye Hong Wei said sternly, “What’s the rush? Let Wanwan speak first.” 

Ye Wanwan looked like she was deeply hurt. “Just now, I was strolling around the little garden when I 

heard 2nd aunt and Yiyi-jie talking… they said…” 

“What did they say?” Ye Hong Wei probed urgently. 

Ye Wanwan pursed her lips, “2nd aunt called ge-ge and I ‘little bastards’… she said we’re not a threat to 

Yiyi-jie’s position at all… she also said that… she has the final say in this family… she won’t allow us to 

return home… we will never be able to return home in our lifetimes…” 

“Grandpa, grandma, ge-ge and I really don’t want to compete with Yiyi-jie for anything… we only came 

back because we miss grandpa and grandma… why… why did… 2nd aunt have to say these things…” 

Chapter 802: Simply out of this world 

 

Ye Wanwan started sobbing. “2nd aunt, she... she even threw the bracelet I gave her just now and said 

she disliked such cheap things and felt disgusted wearing it – I specifically bought it for her using an 

entire month’s salary so I was really mad and confronted her, but in the end, she pushed me...” 

“Wretch! You... you’re making this up!” Liang Mei Xuan was furious. She hurriedly turned to the two 

elderly and explained, “Dad, mom, how could that be? I didn’t push her at all! She was the one who 

slapped me twice!” 

Tears started rolling down Ye Wanwan’s cheeks. “2nd aunt, you’ve got to speak with a?conscience. If 

you didn’t go overboard with your words, if you... if you didn’t say grandpa and grandma would die 

someday – why would I be so mad that I hit you?” 

“Also, if you didn’t push me, then did I push myself to the ground? If you’re not the one who threw that 

bracelet, then was I the one who pulled it off your wrist and threw it on the ground? 2nd aunt, you’re 

being a big bully!” 



“...!” Liang Mei Xuan was dumbfounded. Her eyes widened and she nearly vomited blood from anger. 

She did fall over herself and she was the one who pulled the bracelet off my wrist then threw it on the 

ground, okay! 

She only called them “little bastards,” yet Ye Wanwan came up with so many other stories and drove a 

wedge between her and the two elderly with every word. 

The two elderly didn’t quite believe what Ye Wanwan said at first, but listening up to this point and 

seeing the?beads of jade scattered all over the floor, they?were already 70% convinced. 

If it was the Ye Wanwan from her previous life, the two elderly would never have believed a word but Ye 

Wanwan’s performance had been pretty good lately and?they were very satisfied with her?tonight, 

so?her words were more credible. 

Ye Hong Wei looked at Liang Mei Xuan sternly. 

These past few years, the extended family had indeed held quite a lot of power and was becoming very 

arrogant, like no one else mattered. 

I’m not dead yet, eh. How could she say she’s the one who calls the shots in the house? Who gave her 

this authority?! 

Although the extended family would inherit this household sooner or later, Ye Hong Wei was still 

upset... 

“Dad, mom, don’t believe anything this wretch said. This wretch is trying to drag me down – I swear I 

never said those words...” 

“That’s right. Grandpa, grandma, I can attest to that!” Ye Yiyi hurriedly chimed in. 

Ye Wanwan wiped her tears and stood up. She bent over and picked up the beads of jade on the floor 

one by one. Ye Wanwan didn’t attempt an explanation at all. Instead, she said, “Grandma, grandma, I’m 

sorry, I caused trouble for all of you again. I thought this was my home and I was trying really hard to 

change to fit in with this family. I even... let go of the love of my life... but now, I guess I was wrong...” 

“Ge, let’s go...” 

“Ah? Oh...” When Ye Wanwan called him, Ye Mu Fan finally returned to his senses and followed his 

sister in a daze. 

Once they left the old residence. 

The moment they got into the car, Ye Wanwan bounced back to her languid and casual attitude as if 

that little pitiful girl, who suffered and was bullied, was simply from Ye Mu Fan’s imagination. 

Ye Mu Fan gulped. “Damn... I thought I was a great actor and was immeasurably satisfied with my 

performance last time, but after watching yours, I finally know the level of acting skills a movie queen 

has! It’s simply out of this world! I was stunned and wasn’t mentally prepared at all. You should’ve at 

least given me a warning eh...” 



Ye Wanwan tossed the beads of jade in her palm and said indifferently, “I was just?letting them have a 

taste of their own medicine.”/ .Com 

This mother and daughter duo love acting, right? 

We shall see who’s the better actor, then. 

Chapter 803: Get him drunk 

 

Although Ye Hong Wei was getting older, he still placed great importance on his status and what Mei 

Xuan said tonight was enough to sow a grudge in the old man’s heart... 

Late at night, Ye residence. 

Tan Yi Lan furrowed her brows. “Hong Wei, what do you think about the incident this evening? Liang 

Mei Xuan and Yiyi insisted Wanwan was deliberately slandering them and I think that with Mei Xuan’s 

character, she wouldn’t have said those things. Also, Yiyi could bear witness...” 

The old man scoffed, “Yiyi would obviously speak up for her mother and as for Wanwan, do you really 

think that girl would have the brains to plot against people? Mei Xuan probably did say those things!” 

Tan Yi Lan thought about it again – this little granddaughter of hers was very reckless and impulsive; she 

only knew how to make noise and wouldn’t really have the brains to scheme and play with people’s 

minds. 

The old man pondered it and said, “Mei Xuan is becoming quite greedy and ambitious – I’m not dead 

yet, but she’s already beginning to look forward to that day so that she can take complete control!” 

Tan Yi Lan said, “Mei Xuan did have some conflicts with Wan Jun and she might’ve made some nasty 

comments when she was mad. But this child has always been very filial and wouldn’t have cursed us, I 

think Wanwan exaggerated a little.” 

The old man sneered, “Even if she didn’t say it, do you dare guarantee that Shao An and his wife didn’t 

have those thoughts?” 

Tan Yi Lan sighed. “Actually, it’s not wrong to want to have more power. The Ye family can’t rely on the 

main branch anymore and can only rely on the extended family’s support. It’s only a matter of time that 

they would take over and inherit control of the Ye family...” 

The old man’s eyes flashed. “That’s not necessarily true!” 

His eldest son messed up and disappointed him while his grandson was ignorant and incompetent, a 

hopeless case. As for his intemperate granddaughter, there was nothing much he needed to say about 

her. The entire main branch was preposterous. 

He didn’t want the blood, sweat, and tears he worked hard for his entire life to be ruined in the hands of 

the next generation, so he wouldn’t hesitate to punish his own family if justice demanded it. But it 

wasn’t the end yet and until now, the successor hadn’t been selected. 

“I see that Mu Fan and Wanwan’s performance has been great lately!” the old man muttered. 



Tan Yi Lan agreed, “If Mu Fan could really come around, that would be best, but I’m afraid that with his 

character, he won’t last long – it’s not like this hasn’t happened before.” 

The old man said, “Don’t rush, we’ll wait and see.” 

... 

Pearl River Regal Riviera: 

After Ye Wanwan arrived at the apartment, she stopped the car and dropped Ye Mu Fan off. “We’re 

here. You can get off now.” 

“You’re not going back?” Ye Mu Fan knitted his brows. 

Ye Wanwan: “Nope, I’ve got a date.” 

Ye Mu Fan was irritated. “Are you kidding me? You guys just came back from holiday and are still 

sticking to each other every single day – don’t you find it a bore?!” 

Ye Wanwan scoffed, “Single dogs like you won’t get it.” 

The fact was that she and Si Ye Han hadn’t actually returned from a trip together since she went to 

Myanmar alone. As the saying went, “Absence makes the heart grow fonder.” She left quite abruptly 

last night so naturally, she had to make up for it tonight. 

“Damn...” Ye Mu Fan felt stabbed in the heart. He didn’t think he would actually live to see this day 

when someone would call him a single dog. 

Ye Mu Fan was about to leave when Ye Wanwan turned and stopped him. “Ah, wait wait, ge. I heard 

that someone gave you a nice bottle of wine?” 

Lately, things were going smoothly and they even managed to “abuse” Liang Mei Xuan today. She was in 

a good mood and had a sudden urge to drink a little alcohol. 

Just like how she suddenly wanted to eat almond cakes./ .Com 

Ye Mu Fan looked at her, confused. “Yes, someone gave me a bottle of Romanee-Conti – what are you 

thinking?” 

Chapter 804: I have you by my side 

 

Ye Wanwan grinned. “Ge, give it to me, eh.” 

Ye Mu Fan frowned. “What do you want it for?” 

Ye Wanwan: “I’m drinking it!” 

Ye Mu Fan stared at her, alarmed. “YE WANWAN! Don’t try to bluff! Are you planning to get that wild 

man drunk so he’s easier to tackle?!” 

Ye Wanwan: “...” 



Ge, you’re seriously over-thinking, really... 

Do I look like such a beast? 

... 

Alas, Ye Wanwan still snatched that bottle of red wine from Ye Mu Fan then happily hummed on her 

way back to Jin garden. 

“Baby, I’m home!” 

Si Ye Han was sitting on the sofa in the living room with a chess board laid out on the coffee table. Upon 

hearing her voice, he placed a chess piece down lightly and lifted his gaze, looking towards her. 

Ye Wanwan changed her shoes while exclaiming excitedly, “Hehe, darling, let me tell you something – I 

acted like a little white flower with a bitter fate and pissed Liang Mei Xuan and Ye Yiyi off so badly this 

evening. I think the Oscars owes me a little golden man...” 

She rambled away when Si Ye Han caught sight of something in her hands. “What’s that you’re 

holding?” 

Ye Wanwan suddenly felt a little guilty. “Uh... it’s wine...” 

Si Ye Han knitted his brows – of course he knew it was wine. 

Ye Wanwan skipped over and coaxed him, “Don’t frown – things went so smoothly for my first task in 

the company. Shouldn’t we at least drink and celebrate?” 

Si Ye Han’s expression was cold. There was no room for negotiation as he said, “The contract.” 

Ye Wanwan replied, “Fine fine fine, I know the contract stated I’m not allowed to drink, but I’m in a 

good mood and really want to drink a little. I swear I’ll only drink a little!” 

Si Ye Han’s mind didn’t change at all. “No way.” 

Ye Wanwan skipped over again and sat closer to him. “Ah-Jiu, you’re not letting me drink because I have 

a low tolerance or because you’re worried I won’t be safe after I get drunk? No matter what the reason 

is, I’m with you right now and I have you by my side! What’s the matter with drinking just a bit?” 

Si Ye Han: “...just a little.” 

Ye Wanwan: “I love you the most!!!” 

Si Ye Han pinched his brows, probably because she was breaking the rules. He seemed slightly vexed. 

“Wait...” 

Si Ye Han grabbed his phone and called Xu Yi. 

After Xu Yi received the summons, he rushed over immediately. “9th master, what can I do for you?” 

Si Ye Han said coldly, “Tonight, make sure that all the maids, security guards and Dark Team guards in Jin 

garden do not walk around, including yourself.” 



Upon seeing how serious Si Ye Han looked, Xu Yi was instantly on guard. “9th master, did something 

happen?” 

Si Ye Han: “...”??How am I going to explain this? 

Before Si Ye Han could reply, Ye Wanwan whined, “I’m just going to drink a little wine. Why do you have 

to forbid everyone from moving around?” 

Is there a relationship between these two things? 

When Xu Yi heard what Ye Wanwan said, he was stunned and his face turned green. “Wh-what... Miss 

Wanwan, you’re going to drink?!” 

Upon seeing Xu Yi’s exaggerated reaction, Ye Wanwan was confused. “Yep, I’m going to drink a little 

wine at home to celebrate. What’s wrong...” 

Why’s he reacting this way? 

“9th master, I’ll get it done straight away!” Xu Yi disappeared without a trace. 

Once he left the room, Xu Yi started to call up every single department. “Hello, hello, hello, captain Feng, 

Eleven, tell everyone right now that nobody is allowed to appear tonight. No no no, nothing happened 

in Jin garden; this is for everyone’s personal safety...” 

Chapter 805: Life is too beautiful 

 

Within a short while, the entire Jin garden was silent without a sound to be heard at all. 

Ye Wanwan thought Si Ye Han wanted to have some alone time with her and didn’t want anyone to 

interrupt them, so she didn’t think much of it and happily brought over two glasses of red wine. 

The glass she gave to Si Ye Han was filled with milk while the one for herself was filled with red wine. 

Ye Wanwan raised her glass. “Cheers!” 

Upon seeing that his cup was filled with milk: “…” 

Ye Wanwan warned him sternly, “Dr. Sun said you’re not allowed to drink wine, so you should just stick 

to milk – it’s healthier!” 

If it wasn’t for Si Ye Han’s health, she would really want to… get him drunk… 

This guy was usually too proper and she didn’t know what was on his mind at all – she was really curious 

what he would be like when he was drunk. 

Si Ye Han took a sip of his milk then gave Ye Wanwan a slice of bacon. 

The kitchen had already prepared an exquisite meal and since Ye Wanwan hadn’t eaten much at the old 

residence, she savored sipping her wine and enjoying the delicacies with a beautiful companion by her 

side – she felt that life was simply too beautiful. 

Why did I make myself suffer so much in my previous life? 



Although she was still in a crisis after she was reborn, she could now live freely and without restraint. 

She was very content with this already. 

Ye Wanwan rubbed her chin and swirled her glass of red wine. “Ah-Jiu, can I ask you a question?” 

Si Ye Han: “What is it?” 

Ye Wanwan: “I want to know…” 

I want to know why you had to imprison me – is it just because I rebelled and escaped? 

When she recalled things that happened in her previous life and that assassination, she speculated that 

Si Ye Han imprisoned her as a form of… protection? 

“Nevermind, nothing much.” 

Alas, Ye Wanwan didn’t ask the question. 

She was living this life right now and she wasn’t in the past anymore – everything had changed. 

Si Ye Han hadn’t imprisoned her again and she was no longer meat on the chopping board waiting to be 

slaughtered. 

She would protect the people around her and also protect herself. 

“Enjoy all the pleasures life has to offer; the golden cup should be filled with wine accompanied by the 

moonlight…” 

As he watched Ye Wanwan finishing one glass after another, Si Ye Han held her arm. “You’re drinking 

too much.” 

Ye Wanwan hugged the wine bottle and didn’t let go. “Yeah right! I’ve only had three glasses, alright?! 

Don’t be so stingy eh!” 

Si Ye Han somewhat regretted agreeing to this, but he seemed to have recalled something and a hint of 

hesitation appeared in his eyes. 

While Si Ye Han was hesitating, Ye Wanwan took the chance to pour herself another glass. 

Ye Wanwan leaned on the table and requested with sparkling eyes, “Ah-Jiu, Ah-Jiu, I want to have some 

boiled shelled peanuts! It’s the best snack to go with wine!” 

Si Ye Han stood up and was about to head to the kitchen to prepare the peanuts when he turned 

around, worried. “Don’t drink too much.” 

Ye Wanwan nodded her head non-stop. “En en, got it!” 

The moment Si Ye Han placed one foot forward, Ye Wanwan started gulping down many glasses. 

Damn, it’s really not easy to have a good drink… 

Shortly after, she finished almost half the bottle. Ye Wanwan was feeling alright initially, but gradually, 

the booze worked its way up and she started feeling dizzy. 



After waiting for some time, Si Ye Han hadn’t returned, so she went downstairs to find him, swaying 

from side to side. 

“Ay ay ay… where’s the door? Where’s the door, huh…” 

Ye Wanwan was looking for the door in her drunken state and went in the opposite direction towards 

the windows instead. 

Ye Wanwan pushed open the windows then looked down. “Oh, so it’s here! Why’s this doorstep… so 

high up…” 

In the next second, she leaped and jumped straight out the window from the second story with her 

nimble body. 

Chapter 806: Let’s sleep together, alright? 

 

In the deepest part of the little grove in Jin garden. 

The Dark Team guards, who were on duty, were struggling as they crouched together to take refuge. 

“Captain, when can we return?” 

Feng Xuan Yi scratched his head. “I... I don’t... know... either...” 

Eleven sighed. “I think we need to wait till at least tomorrow morning when Miss Wanwan is completely 

sober.” 

The others nodded and agreed, “En en, for our safety, we should stay out here longer! Miss Wanwan is 

terrifying when she gets drunk and wild...” 

Furthermore, Ye Wanwan had undergone special training and her skills would definitely have advanced 

to another level compared to that time at the bar. 

“I don’t ever want to fight with the drunken Miss Wanwan again...” 

... 

The garden and courtyard of Jin garden were extremely huge. For the drunk Ye Wanwan, it was just like 

a maze. 

Probably because she had a bit of wine, she felt warm all over and her fists were itching – she really 

wanted to find someone to fight with. 

However, she had been walking around for a long time, yet she couldn’t even find a shadow... 

Ye Wanwan was getting frustrated. 

Annoying... why isn’t there anyone here?! 

Ye Wanwan was walking around, intoxicated. Suddenly, she saw a big ball of silvery-white hair under the 

tree. 



Ah! 

That is... 

Ye Wanwan was instantly attracted to the silvery-white and fluffy object that her eyes lit 

up?immediately. She skipped towards the?big tree and?jogged over swiftly. 

After she got closer, all she saw was a big white tiger with silvery-white hair lying under the big tree, 

sleeping. 

The white tiger looked sleek and shiny. His?big head was resting against his meaty paws and the tips of 

his ears would twitch a little from time to time. He slowly opened his eyes, probably because he sensed 

someone nearby and he revealed a pair of pale blue pupils, cold and vigilant. 

Once the great white tiger saw Ye Wanwan, he laid back to rest once again, uninterested. 

“WA—— GREAT WHITE, GREAT WHITE, GREAT WHITE! When did you come back?! I MISSED YOU SO 

MUCH!” 

Probably because she had too much to drink and forgot about her fears, Ye Wanwan pounced onto the 

white tiger like?an arrow then “poof,” she buried her entire head into the white tiger’s soft fur and 

rubbed her face against it, absolutely unrestrained. 

At the same time, in the house: 

Si Ye Han went upstairs with the peanuts, but in the end, the room was empty, Ye Wanwan wasn’t there 

and the window was wide open. 

“Darn it...” Si Ye Han’s expression changed in an instant. 

Knew I shouldn’t have lowered my guard around her at all. 

Si Ye Han hurriedly rushed downstairs to look for her. 

In the end, he looked all around the courtyard and couldn’t find her. He had no clue where she went 

either. 

Just as he was panicking, he could hear Slaughter’s roar from the little garden—— 

“ROAR——” 

Slaughter’s roaring? 

Si Ye Han hurriedly ran in the direction of the sound and went around the shrubs. Then he finally saw 

Slaughter being hugged by Ye Wanwan and she was rubbing his fur continuously. 

In just a moment, Slaughter’s sleek and smooth hair was a mess from all the touching and rubbing, and 

he looked like he was on the verge of swallowing her up. “ROAR——” 

DUMB HUMANS – can’t you see what your woman is doing? I’m completely defiled. 

Ye Wanwan rolled around on Great White’s body. “Ah ah ah! Great White, you’re so soft, so comfy! 

Great White, let’s sleep together tonight, alright?” 



“...” Si Ye Han looked at the scene in front of him and he was about to break down. 

He had given everyone the heads up but forgot there was still a white tiger on the loose... 

Chapter 807: The great devil uses the ultimate move! 

 

In the deepest part of the grove in Jin garden: 

Upon hearing the tiger’s roar from afar, the Dark Team guards had strange looks on their faces. “Uh, 

what’s that sound?” 

Eleven mumbled, “Sounds like Slaughter...” 

“Slaughter’s roar sounded quite miserable – what happened?” 

“Did he get captured by Miss Wanwan?” 

“Uh, that’s... that’s really terrible...” 

Everyone looked at one another in terror. “She didn’t even let a tiger off... she’s simply... simply a 

beast...” 

Poor Slaughter... 

Upon hearing one roar after another, the group of guards started shivering as they hid in the dark... 

We must hide well! We can’t... can’t let Miss Wanwan find us... 

... 

At the same time, Si Ye Han was confronted by a woman and a tiger. 

Si Ye Han: “Wanwan, let Slaughter go.” 

Si Ye Han’s words fell on deaf ears. She continued stroking the big cat happily. “Tsk tsk tsk, so soft, so 

comfy! Baby, you feel so good...” 

Feels so good...? 

Si Ye Han’s eyes darkened further and he said in a frosty tone, “Wanwan, come here.” 

Ye Wanwan hugged Great White and didn’t let go. “No, no! I want to be with Great White! I want to 

sleep together with Great White!” 

Sleep together... 

Si Ye Han stared at the girl who stuck herself to the white tiger like a baby and the air around him turned 

colder.??U.p.dated by novelfull.Com 

However, Ye Wanwan didn’t sense a thing and was still basking in the delight of stroking the cat. 

She had yearned to touch Great White in this way for such a long time and now that she could do it, she 

obviously wasn’t going to let go so easily! 



Si Ye Han urged her again, “Wanwan, this is your last chance.” 

The effects of the alcohol were kicking in and Ye Wanwan was becoming dizzier. She found the voice in 

her ear rather annoying and while she was in a daze, she turned to the shadow hidden behind the 

leaves, upset, “Who are you... you’re noisy... you’re disturbing me and Great White...” 

Si Ye Han: “...” 

A gust of wind blew, rustling the leaves. 

Ye Wanwan suddenly felt chilly and let out a sneeze. 

Just at that moment, that man, who was interrupting her time with Great White, walked over slowly and 

came out of the shadows... 

Then the man’s cold face of unparalleled beauty, who looked as if he had been banished from heaven, 

appeared under the moonlight. The background was smudged into an ink-and-wash painting. 

His brows seemed to be smoking. He had a high nose bridge, ice-cold eyes and thin lips in the shade of 

the cherry blossoms in March, and he held a gaze like he despised all living creatures... 

“...” Ye Wanwan stared at him in awe. 

Si Ye Han stopped when he was five steps away from Ye Wanwan then his long and fair fingers touched 

his collar. His fingers moved slightly and “click” – a black button was undone between his fingers... 

The first one... 

Then, the second one... 

After the second button was undone, Si Ye Han pulled on his collar, revealing a small section of his 

charming collarbone... 

His self-restraint was immediately turned into an entirely different charm... 

Ye Wanwan stared at the beauty before her eyes without blinking at all. She couldn’t move her eyes 

away. 

The moment the third button was unfastened, Si Ye Han lifted his gaze. His eyes glimmered in the dark 

night like the stars and moon. He turned towards her and at the same time, he opened his thin lips and 

said once more, “Come here.” 

“Swish——” 

The moment Si Ye Han spoke, Ye Wanwan released the white tiger and stood up instantly as she spun 

and darted towards the beauty... 

Chapter 808: Why don’t we do something meaningful 

 

After seeing Si Ye Han’s face, Ye Wanwan’s attitude changed 180 degrees and she even tossed Great 

White to the back of her mind. 



The white tiger took this opportunity to escape and disappeared into the night. 

Seeing that Ye Wanwan had abandoned the white tiger and ran over, Si Ye Han’s expression finally 

turned gentler. 

Ye Wanwan buried her head into Si Ye Han’s chest as she looked?up at the handsome man?with her 

glistening eyes. 

Wow! Baby looks really good, eh! 

Ye Wanwan looked at him like she literally wanted to tear off his clothes; it was as if a wild beast had 

spotted a meaty bone. 

The corners of Si Ye Han’s lips twitched. “Go back.” 

“Oh oh oh...” Ye Wanwan nodded her head and followed him obediently. 

After they entered the house, Si Ye Han let Ye Wanwan drink the soup he prepared for her to sober up 

then he ordered her to shower and go to bed. 

Ye Wanwan didn’t lay still when she got into bed. 

At this moment, the effects of the alcohol completely overcame her and the soup she drank wasn’t 

effective at all. 

Ye Wanwan placed her head on her arm and laid in bed, intoxicated. 

Si Ye Han was currently taking his clothes off. 

Ye Wanwan stared at him without blinking at all – wherever he went, her eyes followed. 

The second Si Ye Han changed into his pajamas and placed his head on the pillow, Ye Wanwan 

immediately turned into a ferocious beast hunting for its prey; she flipped over and pressed her body on 

top of him then she stared straight at him. “Handsome, you’re very good looking. What’s your name?” 

Si Ye Han: “...”??Looks like she’s completely wasted... 

Ye Wanwan: “Handsome, let me read your fortune, alright? I’m very accurate!” 

Si Ye Han: “...” 

Ye Wanwan blinked. “Ay, handsome, why aren’t you responding? It’s such a beautiful night. Time is of 

the essence – a quarter of an hour is worth a thousand gold. Why don’t we do something?meaningful 

with our time, eh?” 

Ye Wanwan spoke as she got closer to him. They were so close that they could feel each other’s breath 

and her jet black hair was caressing his chest... 

Si Ye Han: “...” 

Si Ye Han took a deep breath and suppressed the lower half of his body that was aroused by this girl. 

“GO. TO. BED!” 



Ye Wanwan was hyperactive at this moment; there was no way she could sleep. “I don’t want to sleep. I 

want... to... bed you.” 

“Swish——” and the sky was spinning. 

In the very next second, Ye Wanwan was pressed against the bed instead. 

Si Ye Han’s breathing got heavier as he gritted his teeth and he glared at the girl underneath him. 

Ye Wanwan stared at his ice-cold face that was stained with anger. She had a puzzled look and tilted her 

head as she asked him, “Eh? Handsome, why do you look so familiar? Have I met you somewhere 

before?” 

When Si Ye Han heard that his eyes constricted. “Really?” 

Ye Wanwan nodded seriously. “Yes... handsome, you look like... like my kid’s father, oh!” 

Si Ye Han: “...” 

Si Ye Han’s face was as black as the underside of a pot. 

Since when did she have a kid? 

Si Ye Han took the blanket and bundled Ye Wanwan up tightly, only leaving her little head outside and 

ordered her, “Sleep.” 

Ye Wanwan was wrapped up like a dumpling. “Ay ay ay, handsome, what are you doing...? I was 

serious... you don’t believe me? Why don’t we create one now, huh?!” 

Si Ye Han: “Shut up!” 

Ye Wanwan: “Hand... uh...” 

Si Ye Han couldn’t tolerate this anymore and he covered her mouth, preventing her from speaking at 

all... 

Chapter 809: Not allowed to hurt others 

 

Si Ye Han used all his willpower to end the kiss. “I’m going to sleep in the study.” 

There was no way he could sleep in the same bed with her tonight. 

“Ay, beauty, don’t go...” 

Ye Wanwan was in despair as she watched?her beauty leaving the room. 

She rolled around the bed and couldn’t fall asleep at all. 

She?sat?up?decisively then went out through the window again... 

Jin garden, in the grove: 

The Dark Team guards were sighing... 



“It’s already midnight – can’t we go back yet?” 

“I don’t know, should we call housekeeper Xu and ask?” 

“Aren’t we making a big deal out of this, huh? It was probably just a fluke before...” 

The group was deep in discussion when all of a sudden, a head dangled from the tree. “Hi~ How are you 

guys~ I finally found some humans!” 

There was a dead silence in the air for a few seconds before they started wailing like ghosts and howling 

like wolves—— 

“AHHHHHHH!!!” 

“SH*T!!! MISS WANWAN!” 

“How did she appear!!!” 

Ye Wanwan suddenly appeared on top of the tree with her head dangling. The Dark Team guards, who 

were in hiding, were simply scared out of their wits. 

Everyone took ten steps back at the same time and they stared at Ye Wanwan with alarm, beads of cold 

sweat trickling down. 

“Damn! What’s going on here?! We were hiding here and were actually found!” 

“Nnn-now... what should we do?! Head captain, captain Eleven, quick, think of something!” 

Eleven took a big gulp. “Wan... Miss Wanwan, why are you here? It’s really late now – you better go 

back and rest!” 

“Swish” Ye Wanwan jumped off the tree. Her eyes narrowed as she scanned the group. “I remember all 

of you – you guys are the people who beat me up last time! Why don’t we continue where we left off?” 

Everyone: “...!?” 

She must’ve made a mistake! Who actually beat people up, huh! 

Even if you’re itching for a fight, you didn’t have to use this excuse, right?! 

Before anyone could react, Ye Wanwan was already charging towards them at lightning speed. 

Ye Wanwan was already terrifying to begin with, but after drinking, it was as if a seal was broken and her 

strength was off the charts. Very soon, the grove was filled with sounds of grief from all around... 

Diabolical! We already hid all the way out here, yet we still couldn’t hide from her... 

“Teach... teacher... stop... stop fighting... stop fighting...” Feng Xuan Yi stumbled and tried to stop her. 

Ye Wanwan attacked anyone who came in her path. 

In other people’s eyes, the two of them were just sparring, but Feng Xuan Yi’s expression changed subtly 

in the dark... 

This woman took on three moves of mine that used all my strength... 



After all, the fight was in full view and Feng Xuan Yi didn’t want to keep testing her strength. He held 

back and was sent flying with a kick. 

Ye Wanwan was having so much fun but suddenly, a deep hoarse voice came from behind her—— 

“Wanwan.” 

Upon hearing that familiar voice, all the Dark Team guards turned to that person. “9th master!” 

Currently, Ye Wanwan had one guard wrapped around her arm and another one under her foot. When 

she saw the person coming towards her, her eyes lit up. “Eh, beauty?” 

Si Ye Han stared at Ye Wanwan, who sneaked out the second he wasn’t paying attention, and his face 

turned gloomy. “Go back to bed.” 

Ye Wanwan pouted and looked very unwilling. “Uh, then are you going to keep me company?” 

Si Ye Han remained silent for two seconds before he said, “En.” 

Forget it. If I don’t want her to hurt others, I have to sacrifice myself...? 

Chapter 810: Can’t get out of bed 

 

The moment Si Ye Han spoke, Ye Wanwan tossed aside Eleven, who was in her arms, and kicked the 

guard beneath her foot. Then she happily hopped over to Si Ye Han. 

The group of Dark Team guards stood rooted to the ground and watched as their master brought the 

female demon away; all of them let out a long sigh of relief. 

We… got saved… 

Master actually sacrificed himself in order to save us… 

Too moved… 

Si Ye Han finally brought Ye Wanwan back to the bedroom once again and laid in bed. 

Thankfully, Ye Wanwan was calmer this time around. After all, she made a din the entire night and she 

slept soundly not long after she laid in bed. 

Seeing her sleeping peacefully, Si Ye Han could finally heave a sigh of relief, but the fire ignited in his 

body couldn’t be put out no matter what he did and he was forced to have a sleepless 

night…??U.p..dated by BoxNo vel.com 

The next morning, Ye Wanwan woke up as usual. 

“Ow… pain pain pain…” Ye Wanwan immediately felt the familiar aches all over her body. 

“Why does it feel like I got beaten up the day after I drink, huh?” 

While she was mumbling, she realized Si Ye Han was fast asleep next to her. 

It was rare for Si Ye Han to wake up later than her! 



Ye Wanwan didn’t wake him up. She got out of bed silently and showered before heading downstairs to 

train. 

She bumped into Xu Yi the second she stepped into the courtyard. 

Upon seeing Ye Wanwan, Xu Yi nearly turned around and ran away reflexively, but thankfully, he 

controlled himself. *cough* “Good morning, Miss Wanwan!” 

“Morning, housekeeper Xu!” 

Xu Yi glanced behind Ye Wanwan. “Uh, Miss Wanwan, where is 9th master?” 

“He’s not up yet. He’s still sleeping!” Ye Wanwan replied. 

Xu Yi: “Uh…” 

Eleven, Feng Xuan Yi and the rest of the guards who had their ears pricked up and were eavesdropping: 

“…” 

Ah, it’s so late and he’s not up yet… 

What exactly did Miss Wanwan do to 9th master last night!? 

Ye Wanwan scratched her head and was confused. Why is Xu Yi looking at me weirdly, eh? 

… 

Dazzling media, in the office: 

Ye Wanwan had a great time drinking last night and felt refreshed and energized to get back to work – 

she started reading news related to “Terrifying Dragon 2.” 

Currently, this drama series was already halfway through broadcasting and Luo Chen had exploded in 

fame. Even though he was the supporting actor in the drama, viewership was very high whenever he 

appeared in an episode. In one of the climactic episodes, he even set a record for the number of 

viewerships during Imperial City’s satellite TV’s prime time. He was always one of the hottest searches 

online and he never had a lack of projects or endorsements. 

Ye Wanwan helped him arrange a couple reputable endorsements but she hadn’t arranged any movies 

or drama series – she was still waiting for news from Song Jin Lin. 

Although he was rising in fame and it was the perfect opportunity for him to make big bucks as it would 

be a waste to not do anything, Ye Wanwan believed Song Jin Lin’s script was worth the wait. 

Ye Wanwan was busying herself when a knock came at the door. 

“Please come in.” 

“Ye-ge…” Shen Man Zhu pushed the door open and entered the office nervously. 

Once Ye Wanwan saw her, she immediately recalled that night when she appeared at her apartment 

and stripped naked to try to bed her and shuddered at that thought. *cough* “Is anything the matter?” 



Shen Man Zhu looked as if she was about to cry. She bowed and said, “Ye-ge, I’m so sorry. I was rude 

that night! I… I am really not that sort of girl… I… I just…” 

Ye Wanwan sighed. “Tell me, who told you to do it?” 

If someone hadn’t told her anything, she wouldn’t have made such a drastic change within a day. 

Shen Man Zhu betrayed Gong Xu without hesitation. “It was Gong Xu… he told me that you… you like 

it…” 

Ye Wanwan: “Like what?” 

Shen Man Zhu: “You like girls who are wilder and he also said the wilder, the better; you’d like it if I was 

more open and direct…” 

Ye Wanwan: “…” 

That little bastard!!! 

 


